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Women Who Rock: What You May Have Missed

Library student ambassador Veronica Urubio '22 recently attended our March Faculty Pub Night. She has been an active member of the library’s community and has contributed to various events and initiatives. Veronica shared her perspective on the event and provided insights into what attendees might have missed.

Re-Introducing Chamero Mack

Supervisor. Circulation Services Librarian Rhonda Rosen recently caught up with Chamero to discuss his role and responsibilities at the William H. Hannon Library. Chamero Mack began his Hannon Library career in 2011 and has since contributed significantly to the library’s operations.

Introducing Justin Inbar: Main Stacks Supervisor

We are delighted to introduce you to our newest staff member, Justin Inbar! Justin comes to us via 46 individual donors! Thank you especially to...